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Press Release 
 

Marketing and sales: reviving databases for a renaissance 
of dialog 

 

Porto, January 27th 2022 - It's paradox: The digital transformation keeps offering 

opportunities to reach and communicate with customers in new ways. However, 

customers - especially Millenials and Generation Z - are actively shaping the 

change and know how to protect their digital space. They expect a customized and 

personal dialog that stands out from the information overload - in a variety of 

channels. 

 

Megatrend hyper-personalization 

What's more, the approach has to be right. That gets increasingly more difficult as 

the data masses in companies are getting larger, more confusing and impossible 

to handle manually. The less you know about your customers, the more difficult it 

becomes. That makes personal dialog seem impossible. 

 

By evaluating previous digital interactions such as e-mail correspondence, it is 

possible to identify customer footprints. However, based on this, data bases still 

have to be qualified manually each time. This is a tedious task that takes time away 

from the actual job. Automation can free up capacities in marketing and sales 

departments to win and inspire customers again with good storytelling. 

 

Artificial intelligence creates the customer relationship of the future 

To enable marketing and sales to offer a valuable and personalized dialog, 

thalox.engine draws a holistic picture of the customer. It connects to existing 

marketing automation or CRM systems and uses AI to read the digital traces from 

past and current customer behavior. Just as, for example, the recommendation 

engines of the big movie platforms recommend a suitable movie, the application 

submits an estimate for marketing and sales as to which path the customer will 

take next.  

 

This prediction makes it easier to make decisions, and the customer is very likely 

to find an offer that interests him at the next digital meeting point with the brand. 

Communication becomes more efficient, simpler and, above all, more personalized 

with each new contact. This makes it possible to discover true treasures in existing 

databases. "We want to exploit the full potential of the data through thalox.engine. 
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Then there will be more room for continuous and personal dialog again. In times of 

anonymity, companies need this in order to maintain a permanently successful 

customer relationship," says Erwin Arnold, CEO of Thalox AG.  

 

 

 

About Thalox 

Thalox analyzes customers interests so that Sales and Marketing can work 

efficiently and customer centric. With its first product - the thalox.engine - the 

german-portuguese start-up supports customers to focus on human-to-human 

dialogue, engagement and creativity again. Its AI engine analyses past customer 

behaviour and is able to predict personalized interests and likelihood for future 

Sales and Marketing campaigns. 

For more information, visit www.thalox.com 
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